WEJO CONNECTED VEHICLE DATA

2020 Holidays in Review
Mobility patterns during Thanksgiving
& Black Friday in 2020, and exclusive
Christmas predictions

Why is connected vehicle data unique?
1

Mobile data is widely available and provides significant volume and
value to industry sectors when looking to understand individual people
behaviors and trends

2

Embedded infrastructure such as roadside sensors are reliable, highly
accurate, and typically hardwired to ensure connectivity but are only at
fixed points on the road network

3

Connected Vehicle Data is produced directly by vehicles providing some
of the fastest, most unique and accurate data to support mobility use
cases across multiple sectors

4

Connected Vehicle Data creates unique Intelligence based on a variety
of sensors and offers mobility insights to support POI and event analysis
as well as many other use cases

5

Multiple sectors are now transitioning away from more traditional data
collection methods and integrating new sources of rich and powerful
data directly from Connected Vehicles

How the Pandemic has
impacted mobility patterns during
Thanksgiving & Black Friday

Thanksgiving and Black Friday
Daily US journey forecast

On Thanksgiving, journeys
decreased by 41% compared to
the previous week.
This was as expected adjusting
for previous holiday numbers

On Black Friday, journeys
were down by 23% when
compared to the forecast
and when compared to the
previous Friday.

Journeys and distance traveled
Journeys increased slightly
on Wednesday by 14%
(compared to the previous
week), where people opted to
travel earlier and further in the
middle of the day rather than
during rush hour.

Journeys decreased by 42%
on Thursday and by 20% on
Friday, distance decreased by
44% and 21% consecutively.

Journeys

Distance traveled

Christmas 2020 Predictions
Although people will still travel to
friends and family over Christmas,
we expect this to reduce by about
20% from last year’s numbers, and
this will vary by state.

Journeys and distance traveled
Difference in journeys and distance traveled

Journeys
Distance traveled

There was an increase in journeys and distance traveled late Wednesday to early hours of
Thursday suggesting people are traveling home to spend the holidays with their family, which then
decreased massively during the day as Thanksgiving celebrations are ongoing.

Hard braking and acceleration
Hard braking events

There are less hard braking events during
Thanksgiving, which is expected as there
are fewer cars on the road. There are also
less hard braking events during Black Friday,
which could be because fewer people
visited brick-and-mortar stores. This pattern
continued across the weekend.

Hard braking events
decreased by 45% on
Thanksgiving, 26% on
Black Friday and 13%
on Saturday.

Hard acceleration events

Hard braking and acceleration
Difference when compared to the previous week

Hard braking
Hard acceleration

From 6pm on the day before Thanksgiving, hard braking and acceleration
started to increase compared to the same time last week. This could be
because of a rush to return home for the Holidays, as the trend for hard
braking and acceleration decreased during Thanksgiving itself.
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Focus on Interstates
Thanksgiving

Traffic Intelligence
The following insights are powered
by Wejo’s Traffic Intelligence product
For private or public sector organizations
that want to understand granular traffic
volumes and trends for one or more
segments of the road network

•

Biggest data asset of its kind due to exclusive
OEM relationships

•

Privacy and security by design, underpinned by
Wejo ADEPT

•

Quickly available and easy to access in common
data formats

•

Unparalleled accuracy to intersection-level detail

•

Flexible filtering from all-state views to key routes:
95% US road coverage

•

Cost-effective solution: no need for additional
infrastructure or specialized teams and tools

Congestion and average speed

Vehicle density trend for Thanksgiving is quite
different compared to the previous week, with
a peak during the middle of the day.

Average speed is more consistent (and faster)
for Thanksgiving than the previous week.

Congestion and average speed
With average speed being faster and stationary
time being less, we can assume that the traffic is
more free-flowing that day

Hard braking and acceleration
There was a lot less hard braking during Thanksgiving on interstates
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Focus on Turkey Farms

Turkey Farm
We analyzed turkey farms in Michigan to understand if there were any trends or
patterns in terms of the most popular days to buy a turkey for Thanksgiving.

When is the turkey farm busiest for Thanksgiving?

Turkey Farm
The busiest times in the farm were
early morning hours and around 2pm

Early morning hours
We noticed the dwell time was longer in early
morning hours - people were parking for longer
before they drove away

Around 2pm
Around 2pm, the dwell time was much shorter,
which showed short visits to the turkey farm before
rushing back home for further preparations

Turkey Farm

Christmas 2020 Predictions
We recommend leaving your turkey as the last item on your shopping list
based on Thanksgiving trends. To beat the queues avoid earlier on in the
week, wait until Christmas Eve or December 23 to make your purchase
- although we can’t guarantee there will be any turkeys left!

When is the turkey farm busiest for Thanksgiving?

People tend to buy their Turkey on
the 23rd of November.
The farm is usually shut on Sundays
and Mondays but opened on Monday
November 23 .

The average time people traveled to
get to the farm is ~20mins where the
highest recorded times are after the
farm is closed for 2 days.
It is also worth nothing that the 23rd is
well within the average travel time.

How long do people travel to buy turkey?
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Focus on Residential Roads
Thanksgiving

Residential travels: Daily
There was ~19.4% increase in travel to residential areas on
Thanksgiving day compared to a 2.4% decrease on the previous
day, with Washington, Maryland and Alaska in the top 3.

Difference in travel to residential areas
on compared to the previous Thursday

States with the biggest increase
in residential travel

Interstate - demo
Year-on-year Thanksgiving Interstate Journey Analysis

People are generally traveling less this year compared to 2019.
However, in Nebraska, people traveled the same amount of
time in both 2019 and 2020 on Thanksgiving and Black Friday.

Get in touch at info@wejo.com to request a live demo for
more in-depth information.
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Wejo data in detail

Our products are simple to use, secure to
access and help solve mobility problems

Driving Events

For organizations that need
specific, reliable data about
driver behaviors throughout
their journey

Vehicle Movements

For organizations that want
to identify in real-time (or
over time) where cars are
travelling to, coming from,
how they’re getting there
and at what speed

Traffic Intelligence

For private or public sector
organizations that want to
understand granular traffic
volumes and trends for one
or more segments of the road
network
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Wejo creates mobility intelligence from connected car data
to revolutionise the way we live, work and travel.
With the world’s largest source of connected car data, Wejo
highly granular data covers 95% of the US road network
and is accurate to a 3-metre radius.
Discover more about Traffic Intelligence at
wejo.com/wejo-traffic-intelligence
Get in touch at
info@wejo.com

